




Beyond Limits
2013

ooking back in time it was a journey we started with our hearts full of hope and anticipation. It was a 
dream we dared to dream, and the purity of our intentions saw the light of the day. ‘Beyond Limits’ is an L exhibition-cum-sale of exemplary artworks by talented artists with disabilities. These are talents from all 

across India who have been blessed with elusive creativity.  An initiative by FOD, first introduced in the year 
2001, to bring to the world the beauty of art which not just soothes the eyes but touches hearts too. Beyond 
Limits was conceptualized by FOD to a give platform to this talent to showcase their exclusive artwork, which 
otherwise looked impossible due to barriers- physical, financial, communicational and attitudinal. 

Despite the strict selection carried out, the works of 48 artists have been chosen including one with 
an intellectual disability. Amongst the selected artists many have been honored with Bachelors and Masters 
degree in Fine Arts. There are many who are currently pursuing their studies in Fine Arts. 

All brought together through ‘Beyond Limits’, a 
platform for both seasoned artists and budding talents who have some disability. 

We are proud to bring to you over 100  exquisite artworks, sculptures in bronze and stone, canvas and papers, 
coming to life with water, oil & acrylic colors, mixed media, collage work, and etching; a treat to the eyes with 
humongous variety of style under one roof. A great mix of flavors to suit every taste awaits art connoisseurs and 
aficionados.   

An event like this would never be possible without the dedicated efforts of our supporters and well wishers. We 
are ever so grateful to the well acclaimed artist Ms Arpana Caur 

 Her generous 
support and effort to encourage the artists and make the event a success is deeply appreciated. 

We earnestly thank Mr. Simarprit Singh, CEO, Compare Infobase Ltd. and his creative team for working behind 
the scene and contributing in bringing the exhibition to daylight.

As ‘Beyond Limits-2013’ opens its gate for all art lovers to come and experience the beauty of artistic 
expressions we wish all our participants an astounding success. 

This noble thought and work has borne fruit; this exhibition is 10th in ‘Beyond Limits’ series. This year, Beyond 
Limits has again received record breaking participation with jury finding it extremely difficult to select the works 
for display. 

A few of the 
participating artists have years of experience in arts to speak for them while 10 of them are getting first 
opportunity to showcase their work in Beyond Limits. 

who since the inception of ‘Beyond Limits’ has 
been very graciously giving her gallery space, precious time and expertise to the exhibition.

We are thankful to our supporters of ‘Beyond Limits- 2013’, Mr. Yogesh Sehgal, who has been consistently 
supporting this venture of FOD and Mr. MH Dalmia.

The only way to discover the limits of the possible is to go 
beyond them into the impossible.

Arthur C. Clarke
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New Delhi
Amputation above elbow (Right)

 | 44  yearsSHREEKANT DUBEY 

Shreekanth Dubey had to train his left hand to paint after his right hand was amputated above 
the elbow. Despite that his artwork comprises of extremely clean and uniform images that are 
almost ethereal in quality. His paintings are a combination of high contrast earthy colors that 
are used in such a way that the subject stands out strongly. All the human figures painted by 
him have same forgiving eyes. Dubey uses the classic style of painting. However, his paintings 
have the unique quality of using known shapes to create new ones.

His images are extremely serene in their mood and completely depict his fascination for 
shapes. His works depict simple moods from everyday life with a lot of thoughtfulness and 
romance. His artwork is well defined and he uses different mediums like oil paints, water 
colors, acrylic paints etc. with the same ease.

Education: MFA, Kanpur University

Allahabad (UP)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 35 yearsRAM RAGHUBIR MISHRA 

His spiritual vision makes him probe into the heart of things, beyond their 
veneer. His paintings are inspired by and dedicated to the ghats of Banaras. 
The yearning in the eyes of the soul is more than a carnal thirst, as if 
waiting for final release. The rendition of the papaya tree in the background 
of green and sunset yellow add a surreal dimension to everyday reality and 
aptly called fruit for healing. On the whole, all his works only point and add 
up to his inner peace and contentment. His art is truly contemplative and 
consoling in nature.

Education: MFA, Banaras Hindu University 

Chennai (Tamil Nadu)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

 | 74  yearsG PRABHAKAR 

G Prabhakar draws a lot of influences from activities in our daily lives. His masterpieces in 
oil paint depict rather mundane household scenes, road side activities and human moods 
and expressions in the liveliest manner.

In all his paintings, confident brush strokes are used to show his faith in the visual wonder 
he is creating and his confidence as an artist. Prabhakar adds a unique flavour to each of his 
works with his distinctive style of painting. He usually uses pastel colors to create his works. 
His brush strokes and choice of colors gives a color-pencil like illusion to his paintings. All in 
all, Prabhakar creates simple works of art that bring back amazing memories of the 
innocent days of our childhood. He has put up many solo exhibitions at New York and 
Chennai.

Education: Graduate from College of Arts & Crafts, Chennai and Brooklyn Museum Art 
School, New York

Bangalore (Karnataka)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 73  yearsR. VENKATESH 

With immense support from his parents, Venkatesh used art as a means to 
express himself. He has participated in various national and international 
exhibitions and even won awards for his artwork. Venkatesh draws his 
inspiration from rural India and most of his paintings have glimpses from the 
simple lives that the village folk lead. His paintings are realistic and have 
extensive detailing in terms of style. Every simple detail from the pleats of the 
saree to the contours of  the body is taken care of to bring the paintings to life. 
The medium used is generally water color which is interspersed with thick 
outlines to create the depth in the scenes. Although most of his works depict 
scenes as simple as a market place in the village or even a group of men rowing 
a boat, the use of strong, solid colours perhaps signifies the purity and the 
energy that one will find in rural areas. His paintings have a very earthy tone 
and depict the innocence and the bonding that people from the village have 
with nature.

Education: Diploma in Fine Arts, Mysore University, Karnataka
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Siddhartha is a nationally acclaimed artist and has displayed his works in prestigious 
museums and art galleries all over India. He has even created masterpieces for the 
Jagannatha Temple in Chennai. He is known for the variety in his works that comes from his 
ability to use different mediums like oil, acrylic and even water colors and combining them 
with different methods like mural paintings, collage making, patta chitra and even textile 
designing. He expresses the dearest human emotions like happiness, dreams and love with 
immense ease. This is why his paintings are able to touch the audience at subconscious 
levels allowing them to relate immediately. He uses great techniques of blending colors and 
shading to create different dimensions in his paintings. 

Dist. Birbhum, West Bengal
Hearing impaired

 | 69 yearsSANTANU BHATTACHARYA 

He has been awarded with numerous national and international awards. His themes are derived 
from folklores and his paintings have the typical appearance of patachitras. Woman figures with 
cats are reiterated and almost become a leitmotif in his works. This woman figure can be 
comfortably related to the pantheon of Indian goddesses. She in fact, comes close to goddess 
‘Shasthi’ who is often seen with her favorite cat throughout the corpus of Bengali folklores.The 
predominant use of vivid colors like yellow, orange and red impart a certain dramatic quality to his 
art; blue is used as a background to uplift the colors in the forefront. Another abiding feature of 
these figures is their eyes; eyes are protruding and without eyelids thereby creating a demonic 
expression in the faces of the subjects. That is undoubtedly the signature of Bhattacharya’s art. It’s 
a privilege for the true connoisseur of art to enrich his collection with a specimen of this artist’s 
masterpieces.

Education: 
PG Diploma in Mural Painting, MS University

Diploma in Fine Arts, Santiniketan, West Bengal;

Cuttack, Orissa
Speech and Hearing Impaired

 |  36 yearsSIDDHARTHA SANKAR SUKLA 

Education: BFA, Utkal University 

Chennai (Tamil Nadu)
Polio Lower Limb (Right)

| 38  yearsS P KOTESWARAN 

S P Koteswaran is a man of many arts. He uses various media like painting, animation 
and drawing to express his creative side. His paintings are heavily influenced by rural 
art and culture. His work consists of extremely detailed images in bright earthy colors 
that are usually found in Indian folk art. Besides clean strokes, he uses textures and 
patterns to give his images life and adds depth with a clever use of colors. Even the 
patterns are unique and use elements like alphabets from South Indian languages in 
the most artistic manner possible.His works in acrylic depicts episodes from the great 
Indian epic, The Ramayana. The style of images that he has used is inspired by 
traditional Indian puppet art. His art also has a very regal quality to it in terms of the 
bright, contrasting, rich colors that have been used to create them.

Education:  MFA, Govt College of Arts & Crafts, Chennai

Delhi
Polio Lower Limb (Right)

| 41 yearsSHIVRAJ SINGH 

Shivraj Singh is an acclaimed sculptor whose works have been featured in some of the most 
prestigious galleries in Delhi. He has conducted workshops across India to promote the art of 
Sculpture making among young school children.

He draws inspiration for his work from life itself. His beautifully designed bronze cultures 
depict various emotions that we go through in our lives. The beauty of togetherness, the joy of 
being in love, the restlessness of romance and many such emotions that are shown in his 
sculptures make it very easy for most art lovers to relate to the subject immediately. Even 
though his approach is abstract, his themes are usually very simple to grasp. His style is 
influenced by African Tribal sculptures and the human figures have similar features and body 
structures. The elongated body structure and contour is a common feature in most of his 
sculptures and binds his various creations in a unique style. Most conventional feelings 
described in unconventional abstract forms is the beauty of his creations, and is sure to lure 
any onlooker.

Education: MFA (Sculpture) Delhi University
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Polio lower limb (left)
New Delhi

| 49 yearsARVEEND BUDH SINGH 

Education: Self-taught artist

Arveend Budh Singh’s paintings are known for their grandeur and 
artistic excellence. He is a self-taught artist who has, on his own, 
mastered various mediums like oil paints, acrylic paints and 
watercolors in addition to various painting techniques. The colors that 
he uses in his paintings are very rich and hence, draw the attention of 
the audience. He is famous for painting beautiful images of Lord 
Ganesha in various sizes. In addition to such religious themes, he also 
uses his artwork to address social issues such as the plight of women 
in a patriarchal society. His paintings use vibrant colors and extremely 
detailed brush strokes to create lifelike, yet abstract images. The 
imagination in his works is the reflection of pure genius. While he 
addresses very serious social issues, he depicts them in a subtle, yet 
powerful manner. Thus he does not overwhelm the audience but still 
manages to give them the message that he intends to.

Imamuddin started his career as an artist by painting signboards 
in Rajasthan. His admission to the Ranthambore School of Art 
gave this country one of the most talented wildlife artists. He has 
held exhibitions in various parts of the country showcasing his 
masterpieces to millions.
He is known for his breathtaking paintings of the wild. His 
paintings are so highly detailed and textures that they look almost 
like a photograph. He is known for his paintings depicting tigers in 
the forests. Besides that he has also captured various scenes of 
the wild and has given them a life like appearance. His miniature 
painting are extremely popular because of the detailing and 
quality of the work. He is easily one of the most skilled painters in 
this country and he proves this with each painting, better than the 
last.

Education: Trained at Ranthambore School of Art

| 36 yearsIMAMUDDIN-FAYAZ-UD-DIN-QUAZI 

Sawai Madhopur, Rajasthan
Speech and Hearing Impaired

Cuttack, Orissa
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 37 yearsSRIHARSHA SUKLA 

Sriharsha Sukla has won many awards for his works in various mediums like oil 
paints, acrylic colors and even pencil sketches. He has participated in solo and 
group exhibitions in India and the USA and has been wowing audiences with his 
life- like paintings. His paintings usually capture still life and also depict lifelike 
human and animal forms. These paintings are created with confident strokes and 
excellent technique that reveal his expertise as a painter. The most amazing 
quality of his paintings is the ability to depict the emotions in still life through the 
eyes of the subject in his paintings. If you look closely at Sriharsha’s paintings it 
seems like all the subjects in his paintings are actually speaking to you. His 
painting “Mamata” for instance, shows the innocence in the eyes of the young 
mother while still retaining her maturity as a mother. Besides his marvelous 
paintings he is also known for creating highly detailed collages with cuttings from 
newspapers and magazines.

Education: BFA, Utkal University

New Delhi
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 24 yearsANKUR SINGLA 

Ankur’s paintings depict society in its true form - the good, the bad and 
the ugly, the politics and its effects on the condition of people living in 
this society, their mindset, aspirations and dreams.  He uses acrylic on 
canvas to express himself in medium tone colours.

Education: BFA, Delhi University
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Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 30  yearsJAMALUDDIN ANSARI 

Jamaluddin has expertise in various mediums as well as clarity of thought. He uses water colors 
with as much ease as he makes sculptures. His various works on display - assemblage, sculptures 
and relief work are testimony to his creative skills. Buddha (a relief work) has tranquilising effect 
on its viewer besides being an exclusive piece of art.

Education: MFA, University of Delhi

Khatalgaon, Dist Almora, (Uttrakhand)
Polio (Lower Limb) Left

| 24 yearsHEMANT KUMAR 

Hemant’s works incorporate various materials which allow different ways of depiction. He 
employs bold and linear visual language that references both asian and western artistic 
traditions. The use of machinery objects and various natural motifs in linear forms along with 
human images basically from the poor labour class are part of his works. He uses traditional 
material like leather as a surface to depict the aesthetic of handicraft. His works are about 
repetition and spontaniety in idea and in the process.

Education: BFA, Visvabharti University, Santiniketan, West Bengal

Orissa
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 30  yearsRAJENDRA KUMAR PRADHAN 

Rajendra has been awarded at State level and his paintings are part of private 
collections of eminent artists of India, Austria & Europe. This sensitive soul detects 
movement by tracing the trajectory of wind on objects and renders them into 
vibrant artistic visions based on the amalgamation of fantasy and reality. For 
example, in one of his renditions, the fairy and the Dalmatian represent 
imagination and reality respectively. Rajendra’s signature is heart-shaped 
evergreen leaves, those that he encountered during his stay at Shantiniketan. His 
natural depictions frequently portray these leaves in glorious green hue. He often 
incorporates the classical motif of cupid into his typical postcolonial stance; to 
him, cupid symbolizes purity, hope and the message of love. Poised between 
influences from East and West, he portrays ‘Promise of Dreams’ as a telling 
rendition based in blue thereby imparting an element of depth and tranquility. 
The four hands joined in faith shows communication through tactile contact and 
conveys the greater humanitarian promise of a better tomorrow.

Education: Advance Diploma in Fine Arts (Painting), Bengal 

Momasar, Dist Bikaner, Rajasthan
Quadriplegia

| 35 yearsBAJRANG LAL SUTHAR 

The creative excellence of this person comes across as nothing less than a divine gift because 
he effortlessly plies between Indian folk and Western Surrealist art without the least formal 
training in either. The fantastic imagery of the picture entitled “The Journey of Life and 
Energy” holds one in absolute awe for its sheer symbolical resonance. Two hands serve as the 
foundation of life represented by a huge face and a bull, symbolising the intellectual 
(Apollonian) and the physical (Dionysiac) respectively. The incorporation of the bird, animal 
and human figures in a single picture gives the message of peaceful co-existence. The lamp 
perhaps stands for the light of knowledge. “The Complexity of Thoughts in Life” represents 
convoluted human psyche which is beyond control like the mad elephant on a rampage. The 
human consciousness, once gripped by it can only lift its hand helplessly in a bid for salvation. 
This nationally and internationally acclaimed artist is a must in the collection of any 
connoisseur of art.

Education: 8th class
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Polio (Lower Limb) Left

| 24 yearsHEMANT KUMAR 

Hemant’s works incorporate various materials which allow different ways of depiction. He 
employs bold and linear visual language that references both asian and western artistic 
traditions. The use of machinery objects and various natural motifs in linear forms along with 
human images basically from the poor labour class are part of his works. He uses traditional 
material like leather as a surface to depict the aesthetic of handicraft. His works are about 
repetition and spontaniety in idea and in the process.

Education: BFA, Visvabharti University, Santiniketan, West Bengal

Orissa
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 30  yearsRAJENDRA KUMAR PRADHAN 

Rajendra has been awarded at State level and his paintings are part of private 
collections of eminent artists of India, Austria & Europe. This sensitive soul detects 
movement by tracing the trajectory of wind on objects and renders them into 
vibrant artistic visions based on the amalgamation of fantasy and reality. For 
example, in one of his renditions, the fairy and the Dalmatian represent 
imagination and reality respectively. Rajendra’s signature is heart-shaped 
evergreen leaves, those that he encountered during his stay at Shantiniketan. His 
natural depictions frequently portray these leaves in glorious green hue. He often 
incorporates the classical motif of cupid into his typical postcolonial stance; to 
him, cupid symbolizes purity, hope and the message of love. Poised between 
influences from East and West, he portrays ‘Promise of Dreams’ as a telling 
rendition based in blue thereby imparting an element of depth and tranquility. 
The four hands joined in faith shows communication through tactile contact and 
conveys the greater humanitarian promise of a better tomorrow.

Education: Advance Diploma in Fine Arts (Painting), Bengal 

Momasar, Dist Bikaner, Rajasthan
Quadriplegia

| 35 yearsBAJRANG LAL SUTHAR 

The creative excellence of this person comes across as nothing less than a divine gift because 
he effortlessly plies between Indian folk and Western Surrealist art without the least formal 
training in either. The fantastic imagery of the picture entitled “The Journey of Life and 
Energy” holds one in absolute awe for its sheer symbolical resonance. Two hands serve as the 
foundation of life represented by a huge face and a bull, symbolising the intellectual 
(Apollonian) and the physical (Dionysiac) respectively. The incorporation of the bird, animal 
and human figures in a single picture gives the message of peaceful co-existence. The lamp 
perhaps stands for the light of knowledge. “The Complexity of Thoughts in Life” represents 
convoluted human psyche which is beyond control like the mad elephant on a rampage. The 
human consciousness, once gripped by it can only lift its hand helplessly in a bid for salvation. 
This nationally and internationally acclaimed artist is a must in the collection of any 
connoisseur of art.

Education: 8th class



New Delhi
Polio Lower Limb (Left)

| 33 yearsCHARAN SINGH 

Charan’s works are influenced by the divinity and portray his devotion towards Lord Krishna. 
The illustrations depict the presence of the Supreme power in the smallest of things in the 
world. Amidst all the confusion and rush ‘the divine’ stands firm and his presence is most felt. 
The work of art simply depicts the ardent belief the painter has, in the divine and his powers. 
Subtle inclusions in the artwork speak volumes of the dedication with which each art piece is 
crafted by Charan. Passion for his work and devotion for the supreme power is well revealed by 
his strokes of his brush. His works at times are also women centric - depicting the beauty, 
agony and relations of a woman.

Education: Self-taught artist

New Delhi
Speech and Hearing Impaired

|  43 yearsRAJESH MAHESHWARI 

Rajesh Maheswari has a penchant for mythology. Over the years, he has created some stunningly 
beautiful pieces of art depicting Indian mythological characters in all their glory. The images, 
which he paints using different media including ink, watercolors and pen, bring alive the stories of 
Gods and Goddesses. The two most attractive aspects in Rajesh Maheshwari’s works are his 
unique and creative use of colors and the exuberant images of characters, which together create a 
very enticing picture. He is extremely skilled in painting miniature art forms, which he creates 
using black pen on paper. Rajesh’s miniature art has been extensively appreciated across the 
country. 

Education: BFA, Delhi University

Kolkata (West Bengal)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

|  33 yearsBEETAN GOSWAMI

Beetan uses water colors and ink to make his paintings look more natural 
and real. His affinity for rural landscape is quite evident from his art works 
as he captures every minute detail of the village sceneries and provides a 
picture of a real village. The open doors and gates in his paintings are a sign 
of optimism and positivity. The sun’s rays entering through the door 
symbolizes the ‘ray of hope’. The realism and naturalness and even the 
ruins in his paintings have helped him win various competitions and receive 
acclaim all over. The detailing and appropriate coloring and shading gives 
the paintings a genuineness and authenticity.

Education:  Masters in Visual Art (Textile Design)

Gurgaon (Haryana)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 41 yearsAMITA DUTTA 

Amita Dutta has developed an innovative artistic style, wherein she blends coffee with 
other glass and fabric colors and ceramic powder to create beautiful art work. Her 
eagerness to learn new things has paved the path for such an unusual style. She also 
creates images with coffee syrup dough and moulds it into unimaginable shapes. She 
further adds a touch of gold or silver to give it the required brightness. Her enthusiasm 
and inventive ideas are vividly present in her work. She covers a wide spectrum of 
ideas through her art works. From horse carriages and vintage cars to mythological 
deities, every image is depicted through sheer artistic excellence. She has managed to 
develop a decent clientele through various exhibitions and understands the client’s 
demands. Her belief in God and life is visible through the works. Her mastery in this 
unique art work speaks volumes about her determination and fine skills.

Education: Diploma in Art & Craft, Haryana University 
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Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh)
Amputation, both upper limbs (above elbow)

|  44 yearsSHEELA SHARMA 

Education: B.F.A, Lucknow University

Sheela Sharma does a beautiful job of capturing the depth and essence of 
human relationships, feeling and emotions in her works. Her work on 
display features mother and her child. What stand out in her paintings are 
the strong brush strokes, bold use of colors and serene poses and 
expressions of the human figures. Earthy tones are typical in her painting, 
with browns, creams and greys being used extensively in all her works. 
Sheela Sharma’s paintings are also unique because she uses her toes to 
hold the brush. A double amputee in both the arms, she uses her feet to 
create masterpieces that have been exhibited in numerous places and find 
a place in some of the most prestigious galleries of the country. There is 
nothing in her paintings that even give an inkling of her amputation. Her 
works are unmatched, both in cosmetic beauty and the depth of emotions 
that she fills into them.

joint with shortening of the limb
Jammu & Kashmir

Post traumatic stiffness, right hip and knee

| 57 yearsGANESH SHARMA 

Education: Diploma in Fine Arts (Sculpture), University of Jammu

Ganesh makes sculptures in marble - black, Italian, kashmiri, green; in black 
stone, sandstone, granite wood et al showcasing his proficiency and 
imagination in every piece that is carved out of his hands.He has 
participated in many state and national level exhibitions. His sculptures on 
display are figures made of marble encompassing affection, unity and 
inseparable love.

Bihar
Speech and Hearing Impaired

|  33 yearsSANTOSH KUMAR 

Education: MFA, Delhi University

Santosh uses water colours on paper. His work is an amalgamation of the real and imaginary 
worlds. His perception of the world has come out very well in his work. The subject of his work 
is deeply embedded in his treatment. His work expresses happiness, beauty and eternal bliss.

Bhadhoi (Uttar Pradesh)
Polio Lower Limb (Left)

| 25 yearsKRISHNA KUMAR YADAV 

Education: 
Santiniketan, West Bengal.

B.F.A,  Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. (U.P.), MFA, 

The paintings made by Krishna are very endearing because they are 
basic and adorably cute. He loves animals and all his paintings depict 
different animals in different forms. Many of his paintings have a special 
edge because of their abstract form in which he tries to portray the 
strength and resilience of every creature. For example, some of his most 
appreciated works feature a bull’s head on a bird’s body. He has used 
water colors and different shades and tones of green in his paintings to 
express himself. His etchings on the same subject have been well 
appreciated and accepted. His works have been showcased in several 
national and international exhibitions and have  found numerous takers.
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Dist. Ananthapur, Andhra Pradesh
Polio (both the lower limbs)

| 35 yearsT. THAKARE NAIK 

Thakare’s paintings are done with penciala nd acrylic on canvas. His both the 
works on exhibit depict his upbringing in rural atmosphere. They are inspired by 
his own life story capturing his disability as well as his routine and visual 
experience. Thakare’s works, on display and otherwise, are immaculately done 
pieces of art.

Education: MFA, Visvabharati University, Santiniketan, West Bengal

Speech and Hearing Impaired
Nagpur (Maharashtra)

| 25 yearsCHINMAY PRADHAN 

Education: MFA, Central Indian School of Fine Arts, Nagpur, Maharashtra 

Chinmay's work depicts mythological themes with an interesting twist. Here 
Ravana's ten heads are depicted encircling the universe with planets and heavenly 
bodies being drawn towards the powerful black hole in the centre. By depicting the 
centre as an all-consuming source of nothingness, Chinmay questions the basic 
dichotomies of right/wrong and black/white. The vivid use of red which symbolizes 
energy in various forms, including destructive energy, makes the viewer question if 
the energies of the world are directed in positive ways. A thought-provoking 
painting that's sure to start many conversations once you hang it on your wall.

Bareilly (Uttar Pradesh)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

|  25 yearsSHIVI SHARMA 

Shivi Sharma’s paintings stand out because of their brilliantly unique portrayal of a multitude of 
elements. Acrylic on canvas is her preferred medium of painting. Shivi uses the various elements 
in nature, manmade architectural element and intelligent uses of spaces to show resilience and 
psychological strength. Her paintings are abstract, but the message that she wishes to portray 
always come across with powerful clarity. She uses a mix of space and form, which she blends and 
jumbles and brings out various visual experiences from daily life. The way she conceptualizes her 
paintings is extremely unique.

Education: MFA, Visvabharti University, Santiniketan, West Bengal 2012

New Delhi
Speech and Hearing Impaired

|  33 yearsVIPUL MITTAL 

Water-based paints and encaustics form the basis of his spontaneous art where various layers of 
shapes, textures and colors are freely deployed in order to link the spirit with canvas. Setting 
aside cautions, his works seek the truth of the moment. His attempts are undoubtedly 
unconventional; yet his precision is noteworthy. His works on display use numbers as their 
leitmotif; these pictures mainly relate numbers with human life. For example ‘The Lady in 
Number’ is an assemblage of numerals. ‘The World of Number’ is also based on a similar theme. 
The contemplative figure with a deeply reflecting downcast look seems to be his signature. His 
works wonderfully combine precision with peace, mathematics with spiritualism or philosophy. 
Mittal, who has created a genre of his own, has participated in many group shows in prominent 
galleries of Delhi and NCR.

Education: MFA, Delhi University
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Speech and Hearing Impaired
Srinagar, Kashmir

| 50 yearsKAMAL NAIN BHAN 

Education: Diploma in Applied Art & Painting from IMFA, Srinagar.

Kamal's work depicts different manifestations of nature. In this work the 
storm clouds loom threateningly over a swollen river with vegetation on 
both its banks. Will nature's fury be unleased on the earth or will nature be 
benevolent and shower only her blessings on the earth? These are 
questions posed by Kamal Nain Bahn's paintings, which are sure to enrich 
any art lover's collection.

Vadodara (Gujrat)
Polio Lower Limb (Left)

| 35  yearsVICTOR MINJ 

Education: Bachelor of Visual Arts

His paintings are infused with emotions, mood & atmosphere, emphasizing spiritual and ethereal 
qualities that have no discernible relationship. His metaphoric portrayal of disability is most 
positively and subtly done. 

Speech and Hearing Impaired
Faridabad, Haryana

| 24 yearsLOKESH SHARMA 

Education: MFA, Govt College of Art, Chandigarh

Lokesh’s works are women centric. Love and eroticism play an important role in them. His 
choice of colours create energy and passion in his works. He is a promising upcoming artist

His painting of a tribal woman in traditional attire with flowers in her hair depicts the 
innocence and freshness of nature in all its unspoilt beauty. The dark background and 
contemplative expression of the woman suggest that she is reflecting on myriad troubles, 
however the bright colour of her simple sari worn in the tribal style and the refreshing touch 
of flowers suggest the blossoming of hope in the midst of adversity. The layers of symbolism 
in his paintings are sure to enhance the collection of any art connoisseur. 

Speech and Hearing Impaired
Patiala, Punjab

| 24 yearsSANJEET KUMAR 

Education: Pursuing MFA, Govt College of Art , Chandigarh

Sanjeet's work depicts people interacting with nature in various ways. In 
this work people are seen walking across a landscape with ochre soil, dark 
trees and a cloudy blue sky. Depicting the place of (wo)man in nature, the 
painting shows that nature forms the backdrop of all (wo)man's actions 
and insignificant though (wo)man may seem, (s)he has a crucial role to 
play in the natural world. Art aficionados are certain to add value to their 
art collection by including his work in it.
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Noida (Uttar Pradesh)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 45 yearsPRADEEP KUMAR TAREI 

He is a deceptively simplistic artist. There is much beyond what is portrayed at the surface. 
So, for art-lovers who dote on gathering art which has multiple meanings, Tarei is the one. His 
simple themes are ironically complemented by mature handling of colors. Earthy tones of red, 
yellow and green feature more in his work. Rustic simplicity sometimes takes the center. But a 
deeper look beyond the veneer helps reveal the poignant pathos of the artist, his lament for 
an irretrievable and innocent past. His simple rendition of the three-dimensional cityscape 
stands out for its riot of colors, colors which are conspicuous by their absence in real modern 
urban life. He tries to transport rural grandeur and graft it onto an urban setting. The houses 
on both sides of the road resemble the proverbial boxes symbolizing the urban man’s innate 
incapacity to think or go beyond the obvious and predictable. Undoubtedly, this painting by 
Tarei shows his ironical take on modern civilization and is a masterpiece.

Education: MFA , Delhi University

New Delhi
Polio (Both the Lower Limbs)

| 22 yearsNIYAZ HUSAIN

Education: Doing certificate course in Painting (Jamia Milia Islamia)

Niyaz’s painting on display is his favourite. He has titled it Dream House 
as he dreams of living in this kind of house in future.

Speech and Hearing Impaired
New Delhi

| 23 yearsDIVANSHU GUPTA 

Education: Pursuing MFA, University Of Delhi

Divanshu's work depicts the surreal and the fantastic, while exploring the 
workings of the human mind. In this work a human mind contemplates 
mortality, the scroll of age unfolding beside him. Various stages of man's life 
occupy his thoughts. Meanwhile the inner workings of the mind are shown 
as gearwheels that are always in motion. What does it mean to be human? 
Are we machines that will wear out our utility some day? Divanshu's work 
makes you confront of these metaphysical questions. His intriguing paintings 
are certain to enhance the collection of any art connoisseur. 

Speech and Hearing Impaired
Ghaziabad, UP

| 31 yearsPAWAN KUMAR SINGH 

Education: MFA (Print Making), College of Art, University of Delhi.

His love for nature is apparent in his artworks. From someone who is so inspired 
by nature, one would expect a kaleidoscopic variety of colors. But ironically 
enough, his works of art are mostly based on muted shades. Yet, for the 
intelligent art-expert, the simplicity of colors actually offers a pretext to probe 
deeper into his themes. For example, the bull and the two doves may represent 
the male and female principles of nature united by love. It can also be a symbolic 
portraiture of rural India. The open-endedness of his art, especially as 
represented through the parched leaf is a tell-tale sign of his future popularity 
among connoisseurs of art.
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by nature, one would expect a kaleidoscopic variety of colors. But ironically 
enough, his works of art are mostly based on muted shades. Yet, for the 
intelligent art-expert, the simplicity of colors actually offers a pretext to probe 
deeper into his themes. For example, the bull and the two doves may represent 
the male and female principles of nature united by love. It can also be a symbolic 
portraiture of rural India. The open-endedness of his art, especially as 
represented through the parched leaf is a tell-tale sign of his future popularity 
among connoisseurs of art.



Suvedha, at such a young age, has achieved the rare feat of holding solo 
exhibitions. Her paintings conform to everyday reality in the true sense of the 
term. It is an almost approximation of the life around her. Her keen interest in 
her surroundings and artistic vulnerability has chiseled her to perfection at 
such a tender age. Though surrealism is her forte, in these paintings we see her 
attempt at creating verisimilitude. In Padh Puja, we find a south-Indian priest 
offering homage at the feet of a giant sculpture of the divinity. The vivid and 
lifelike paintings go a long way in depicting the skills of the artist. The paintings 
based on traditional woman subjects radiate with the rich aura of Indian 
culture. The sunset yellow background offers a nostalgic retro look to these 
pictures. These portraits show the steady evolution of an artist from a budding 
painter preoccupied with surreal landscapes to a matured creator who has 
finally taken to portraying human figures. Her color-palette continues to be as 
rich and vibrant, though.

Chennai (Tamil Nadu)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 23 yearsG SUVEDHA 

Education: BVA  (2nd year), Chennai University

Kyphoscoliosis Dorsal Spine with 
Right Lower Limb Flexion Deformity 

Leh Ladakh

|   31 yearsTSEWANG DORJEY 

Education: Self taught artist

Tsewang depicts images from his home-state Ladakh. Here a woman is seen in traditional Ladakh 
attire with a turquoise-studden headdress and rows of turquoise and coral necklaces. The fine 
attention to detail and realistic depiction of the woman's face makes it truly a collector's item.

Speech and Hearing Impaired
Mysore

| 56 yearsR. SREEDHARA 

Education: Graduate Diploma in Fine Arts, Karnataka

Sreedhara's work depicts the many faces of the Indian woman. Here you can see a traditional 
Indian woman carrying a lamp, shielding the flame from the wind. Thus a mother protects her 
home and keeps the flame of life burning. The rich ochre colour of her saree and the orange areas 
in the background light up the painting and give it a precious radiance. The woman's expression is 
beautifully captured, revealing her inner radiance through the brightness reflected on her face 
and in her eyes. This is a radiant celebration of Indian womanhood that would adorn anyone's 
collection and light up the wall on which it is hung.

Cerebral Palsy
Amritsar, Punjab

| 32 yearsMANDEEP SINGH MANU 

Education:  PG Diploma in Multimedia, Punjab Technical University

Manu's work encompasses the metaphysical and the mystical. Symbols emerge from 
shadows as colours blur and merge to create meaning. As the viewer views the intriguing 
image, questions arise, is it a lotus, a boat, a flower, or a flame? Blurring the edges of 
illusion and reality, the painting challenges the viewer to find an interpretation. Asking the 
age-old question "is perception more important than reality?" this work of art is sure to 
provoke many conversations when it is part of your collection. 
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Myelomeningocele with Paraparesis
Delhi

38|  yearsMUKESH KUMAR 

Education: Self taught artist

Mukesh's still life's of flowers are reminiscent of the French Impressionist painters. 
Here he depicts an arrangement of pink roses with a deft touch, that brings to life the 
delicacy of their petals and the details of their leaves. This simple yet elegant flower 
arrangement, captured in a still life, will surely brighten up your wall and add a touch 
of colour to your day.

Belgaum (Karnataka)
Polio (lower right limb)

|   44  yearsKAMAKAR DATTA 

Education: MA, M. Phil

Kamakar Datta is a self-taught artist, exhibiting his works since 1999 in group as well as 
solo shows. The artist vacillate between ink washes, water colour and mixed media 
that he creates with ease having mastered the skills over years of experimenting and 
rendering it.

Chennai (Tamil Nadu)
Speech and Hearing Impaired

| 22 yearsB MANASI 

Manasi’s effortless ease with which she portrays wild-life and snow-capped landscapes truly 
project her as an upcoming artist of tomorrow. The ‘foggy day’ is an artistic rendition of a misty 
morning. Clothes hanging on the line show the intrusion of everyday reality in the realm of 
dreams. ‘Sunrise in the Mountains’ captures snow-capped peaks across a sea of clouds. The 
abiding azure color of the sky and clouds complement each other. The light and shade effect is 
aptly portrayed through the contrast of sunlight reflected on the mountain slope and shade of 
the mist. ‘Stairway to Happiness’ stands out for its emphasis on the theme of infinite regression 
as symbolized through the stair-case.

Education: Pursuing BFA, Chennai

Polio lower Limb (Right)
Jodhpur (Rajasthan)

| 41 yearsJAGDISH KUMAR LOHAR 

Jagdish took to fine arts as the area of his serious interest in 1996. Being deeply inspired by Buddha, 
his paintings usually have him as subject. ‘The Dancing Hands’ bears his signature thick horizontal 
stripes. It is not only a perfect rendition of a beautiful pair of female hands, it is an artistic vision 
that transforms mundane reality into a thing of beauty, a joy forever. Jagdish is extremely inclined 
towards music and culture of Rajasthan. This festive spirit oozes out of his art and becomes his 
hallmark.

Education: Diploma in Electronic Engineering
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Cerebral Palsy 
Panchkula (Haryana)

| 17 yearsMALLIKA KHANEJA 

Education: Pursuing Diploma in Painting, Govt College of Arts, Chandigarh

Mallika, one of the younger artists in this exhibition, brings a fresh approach to the familiar in 
her vibrant paintings. Trees, roads, houses and fields, take on new incarnations in her work and 
you have to pause and look at these manifestations of nature recreated in paint in a whole new 
way. New shoots and branches, symbolizing hope, emerge. Hang it on your wall and you're sure 
to open up a hopeful window to a  whole new way of looking at things.

New Delhi
Moderate Mental Retardation

| 41 yearsAJAY KUMAR BEHERA 

He has been a student of Air Force Golden Jubilee Institute since 1998. He 
is trained in Madhubani form of paintings, an art form that requires 
tremendous concentration and skill, which he has developed by regular 
practice and support from his teachers. Some of Ajay’s works have been 
converted into greetings cards also.

Speech and Hearing Impaired
Ghaziabad, UP

| 15 yearsARJUN VISWANATHAN

Education: Studying in Standard X, Kendriya Vidyalaya, Vigyan Vihar, New Delhi

Arjun, one of the youngest artists in this exhibition, astounds viewers with his talent. With sure, 
deft strokes he creates scenes from everyday life and infuses them with something ethereal. 
Here a boat floats down a river in an idyllic landscape scene, with the flaming colours of the 
sunset lighting up the water and the sky. An artist to watch out for in the future, Arjun's work is 
a must-have for your collection. 

Speech And Hearing Impaired
Ghaziabad, UP

| 19  yearsATHIRA VISHWANATHAN 

Education: Pursuing Diploma in Commercial Art from Meerabai Institute of Technology, New 
Delhi

Athira started drawing when she was 3. Her parents encouraged her and gave adequate 
exposure to participate in many drawing competitions thereby encouraging her and 
boosting her morale. She likes to give artistic expressions to the events and experiences of 
her life. The work on display was created by her after her visit to the Vaishno Devi shrine. 
She was mesmerised by the scenic beauty on the way to shrine, which she has put on paper 
with acrylic colours.
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Family Of Disabled (FOD) has been working tirelessly to build the capacities of persons with 
disabilities through a variety of programmes like extending financial and psychological support to 
start/expand/diversify their petty trades; providing assistive devices like wheelchairs, tricycles, 
crutches, walking sticks, i-pods, walkers, hearing aids; sponsoring education of disabled students; 
taking the disabled students for educational and recreational outings; promoting artists and artisans 
through exhibition-cum-sale of their original artworks and handicraft; imparting training and livelihood 
skills; disseminating the latest information on disability through India’s first magazine on disability, 
The Voice… 

FOD has been honoured and recognised with 19 precious awards through its 
founder, Rajinder Johar, a person with quadriplegia (paralysed neck down) 
who is operating the organisation since 1992 despite leading a bedridden 
life. It is our privilege to inform you that FOD’s efforts and exclusive 
programmes have been highlighted and featured in various TV programmes 
& News channels including the popular reality show ‘Satyamev Jayate’.
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